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Bitcoin in 2021 Is Set to Convert $14,000
Resistance to Support

Diminishing Supply Portends Higher Bitcoin in 2021.
Bitcoin annual supply will drop to less than 2% next year and
if past halvings serve as a signpost, 2021 should be a strong
up-year. If the crypto advances just one-quarter of the
roughly 1,375% in 2017, the year after the daily supply of new
coins dropped to 1,800, Bitcoin would exceed $35,000 in
2021 vs. about $13,700 on Nov. 3. Our graphic depicts the
significance of declining supply in the years following
halvings. In 2013, Bitcoin advanced over 5,000%. Until 2024,
only 900 new coins a day will be added to the current 18.5
million.

Performance: Bloomberg Galaxy Cypto Index (BGCI)
October +15%, 2020 to November 3 +96%, One-year +37%
Bitcoin October +29%, 2020 +92%, One-year +50%
(Bloomberg Intelligence) -- Bitcoin may undergo a parabolic
2021, as it did in 2013 and 2017, if previous patterns play out
again. New highs are a next potential iteration for the firstborn crypto and may be only a matter of time unless
something we don't foresee trips up the trend of greater
adoption and demand vs. constrained supply. Favorable
macroeconomics, akin to those buoying gold, supports the
digital store-of-value, notably vs. the oversupplied broader
crypto market. Previous Bitcoin resistance at about $10,000
may transition toward $20,000 in 2021.

Certain supply leaves demand as the primary price metric,
and most indicators remain positive. Our graphic also
depicts the average annual Bitcoin price at a new high of
about $9,500 and on pace to pass $10,000 by the end of
2020.

Cryptocurrency savings accounts and increasing use in
corporate treasuries are part of the rising tide and a unique
attribute of Bitcoin. Increasing market cap is boosting
demand.

Rapidly Increasing Supply Is Broad Market Headwind.
Though both are up about 90% in 2020 to Nov. 3, Bitcoin
should maintain the upper hand vs. the Bloomberg Galaxy
Crypto Index (BGCI), in our view. Constrained by rapidly
increasing supply, competition and ease of entry, the BGCI
appears to reflect more of the speculative excesses in the
nascent space. Our graphic depicts Bitcoin consolidating
past gains and about 30% below its 2017 high. By contrast,
the BGCI is about 70% less than its peak and on shakier
ground. Bitcoin is increasingly the primary driver of the
broad market, notably as No. 2 crypto Ethereum adds ties to
the benchmark via tracking tokens like Wrapped Bitcoin.

Constrained Bitcoin Supply
Bitcoin in 2021 Is About $10,000 Support and $20,000
Resistance. Bitcoin's track record points to 2021 as
potentially a year of rapid gains. The years after halvings
have been among the biggest gainers and, like 2017, 2021
will have a foundation of three years worth of base building.
Bitcoin supply is constrained, unlike the broader crypto
market, where unlimited coins limit price advances.

Consolidating Bitcoin Bull vs. Broad Market

Strong Up-Years Following Halvings

Tradable cryptocurrencies on Coinmarketcap at over 7,000
at the start of November vs. less than half that a year ago is a
simplistic but straightforward indication of excess cryptoasset supply.
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Strong Bitcoin Demand

Macro vs. Micro Keeps Bitcoin at the Forefront.
Representing the broader crypto market, Ethereum appears
to have run into a wall of resistance at about $500 and it
should take advancing Bitcoin to pull the market along, in
our view. Up about 200% in 2020 to Nov. 3, Ethereum is the
best performing major crypto-asset and a primary reason the
Bloomberg Galaxy Crypto Index (BGCI) has kept pace, up
about the same 90% as Bitcoin. The other members with
sufficient liquidity to meet the requirements of the BGCI -Bitcoin Cash, Ripple, Litecoin and EOS -- are all down on a
one-year basis, reflecting what we view as a principal issue
with the broad market: too much supply and competition.

What Matters for Bitcoin Remain Strong: Demand and
Adoption. Patterns from the lower left to upper right in
Bitcoin active addresses, futures open interest and inflows in
the Grayscale Bitcoin Trust indicate steady price tailwinds, in
our view. A pullback in addresses portends some back-andfill from $14,000, but the measures show resistance likely to
be breached, as was $10,000.
Bitcoin Back-and-Fill Around $14,000. A pullback in
Bitcoin addresses indicates $14,000 may serve as resistance
similar to $10,000 since 2019. Our graphic depicts the price
of the crypto and the 30-day average of addresses used from
Coinmetrics appearing in sync at the start of November, on
an auto-scale basis from the 2017 peak. When this on-chain
measure of Bitcoin adoption breached its 2019 peak in May,
it provided an early indication that the price would do similar
above $10,000. This level should act as good initial support
in 2021.

Broad Market Dependent on Rising Bitcoin Tide

$14,000 Bitcoin Resistance Is New $10,000

If the history of this robust Bitcoin price indicator holds true,
it will take a while to sustain gains above $14,000.
Grayscale Bitcoin Trust a Steady Bitcoin Support. It's
unlikely Bitcoin's price will decline unless inflows in the
Grayscale Bitcoin Trust (GBTC) reverse, in our view. This onexhange product is a primary access point for retail- oriented
investors and indicates demand for Bitcoin, notably due to
the lack of a U.S. exchange traded fund. With holdings
approaching 500,000 Bitcoins at the start of November,
inflows in GBTC since the May halving have been equivalent
to about 70% of the limit of 900 new coins mined a day.
Simple rules of economics portend higher prices when a
single entity absorbs that much of new supply.

Wrapped Bitcoin, an Ethereum token, is at No. 18 on
Coinmarketcap and indicates increasing market ties to
Bitcoin.
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Bitcoin Upper Hand vs. Equities

GBTC Inflows Absorbing About 70% of Supply

Bitcoin Volatility at New Lows vs. Nasdaq: Crypto Has the
Edge. Unless it's different this time, Bitcoin's price is set to
appreciate, as indicated by 180-day volatility dropping to the
old lows and below that of the Nasdaq 100 Stock Index. A
big difference is declining volatility shows the crypto
maturing, which should temper the degree to which
performance rhymes with the past.
2020 Bitcoin May Be 2015 Launchpad Deja-Vu. Some key
technical indicators portend a strong up-year for Bitcoin in
2021. In 2020, the benchmark crypto dipped below its 50month moving average and 180-day volatility dropped below
40% at the start of November. This price foundation pair was
last matched in 2015 as Bitcoin bottomed near $200; it
peaked about 100x higher in 2017. We see Bitcoin volatility
declining with natural maturation and little chance of similar
high-velocity appreciation, but the indication is clear: Unless
something significant trips it up, the crypto's price is ripe to
advance in the coming years.

GBTC is a good real-time indicator of demand and trades at
a premium. Showing the maturation of the space, the 30-day
average of the historical percent premium dropped to about
12% at the end of October, the lowest since 2018.
Increasing Bitcoin Futures Open Interest. Steadily
increasing CME-traded Bitcoin futures open interest
indicates mainstream adoption, which we view as price
positive. At almost $800 million at the start of November, the
dollar value of open positions on the benchmark crypto
appears poised to breach the 2020 peak of about $1 billion.
Indicating a more organic measure of increasing market
depth, our graphic also shows open interest in underlying
Bitcoin equivalent contracts at almost 60,000 vs. closer to
20,000 at the start of 2020.

Low Volatility and Bitcoin Price Foundations

Bitcoin Going Mainstream - Futures & Options

Volatility Makes Bitcoin Look as Spry as 2015-17. Volatility
declining for Bitcoin vs. rising for most other assets suggests
the crypto is gaining the upper hand and is more inclined to
appreciate in price, if history is a guide. Our graphic on the
next page depicts 180-day Bitcoin volatility dropping to near
the 2015 trough at about 36%, and for the first time falling
below that of the Nasdaq 100 Stock Index. From October
2015, when volatility bottomed to the 2017 peak, Bitcoin
increased about 8,000%. Maturation and the rules of past
performance temper our price outlook for the benchmark
crypto, but this simple risk-measure fact points upward.

This pattern of mainstream adoption, as measured by
increasing futures exposure, appears entrenched and would
need to reverse for the Bitcoin price to sustain lower levels.
Futures trade on a regulated exchange, which has been a
primary roadblock for a Bitcoin ETF, as noted by the SEC.
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are solidifying for the digital version of gold as indicated by
G4 central bank balance sheets as a percentage of GDP
jumping to about 53% vs. closer to 36% in March, which
roughly matched the Bitcoin-to-Nasdaq ratio low around
0.65.

First Time - Bitcoin Less Risky Than Nasdaq

Bitcoin-to-Nasdaq Ratio Is Breaking Out

The Bitcoin-to-Nasdaq ratio is ripe to break out of its 1-to-1
cage to the upside, using volatility as a map. Our graphic
depicts the crypto-to-stock market ratio at about 1.2 since first
meeting in November 2017.
Bitcoin Gaining Risk-Adjusted Upper Hand vs. Nasdaq.
Over three years of fluctuating at about the same level as the
Nasdaq 100 Stock Index is set to end soon as Bitcoin
resumes its upward trajectory, in our view. At about 1.1 on
Oct. 22, the Bitcoin-to-Nasdaq ratio has fluctuated from
roughly 3.0 to 0.5 since initially reaching 1-to-1 in November
2017. Our graphic depicts a primary reason the crypto is set
to simply keep doing what it has for most of its existence:
relative volatility. The 60-day risk measure of Bitcoin is at the
lower end of its range vs. the Nasdaq, which tilts
appreciation favor toward the crypto, if history is a guide.

Increasing debt-to-GDP and quantitative easing are direct
tailwinds for gold and Bitcoin and less so for equity prices,
which are ultimately dependent on earnings.

Performance Leader With Declining Risk
2020 Top Performer, Bitcoin Is Earning Risk-Adjusted
Upper Hand. Volatility declining for Bitcoin as it increases for
most other assets indicates enduring performance for the
crypto, in our view. Up about 60% in 2020, vs. 10% for the
S&P 500 but with diverging risk measures, the benchmark
crypto that never stopped trading -- even on weekends and
without plunge-prevention halts -- shows a firming future.

Bitcoin Set to Resume Uptrend vs. Nasdaq

Bitcoin Gaining Maturity With Declining Volatility. In a
year of the sharpest stock-market drop since the Great
Depression and negative crude-oil prices, we see Bitcoin
emerging as a relative oasis of calm and outperformance.
Unlike most other liquid assets, volatility on the benchmark
crypto has declined in 2020. Our graphic on the next page
depicts the growing relative advantage of Bitcoin vs. the
stock market: S&P 500 260-day volatility is on the rise and
Bitcoin's is sinking. At the start of 2018, stock-market volatility
reached roughly five-decade lows.
About $12,000 may mark the inflection point. Bitcoin is
breaking above it and the Nasdaq is backing away. In 2021,
we see more demand for the crypto, notably if the longenduring stock market rally starts faltering.
Caged Bitcoin Bull May Be Breaking Free From Nasdaq
Containment. Bitcoin may be in early days of ending its
constraining relationship with the Nasdaq 100 Stock Index, in
our view. Technically, the Bitcoin-to-Nasdaq ratio near 1.2 on
Oct. 27 has extended above 1.1 resistance that has held for
about a year. Our graphic depicts the crypto-to-stock market
ratio breaking out of the narrowest 200-day Bollinger Band
in our database since 2010. Fundamentally, underpinnings
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disruptive technologies, in the midst of unprecedented
quantitative easing (QE) and rising debt-to-GDP levels on a
global scale. Bitcoin may have a limited supply advantage vs.
the Nasdaq, which ultimately relies on earnings. Our graphic
depicts the ratio of the Bitcoin price to Nasdaq stuck at
around 1-to-1 since 2017.

Bitcoin Volatility Declining, Stock Market Rising

Bitcoin Volatility Lowest Ever vs. the Nasdaq

Since the start of 2020, Bitcoin annual volatility has fallen to
67% from 70% vs. S&P 500 risk, which has more than
doubled to 34%. The crypto that's barely a decade old is
gaining an upper hand. S&P 500 volatility is simply meanreverting upward, while Bitcoin is showing signs of
maturation.

If past dips to new lows in their relative 260-day volatility
measures are a guide, the price ratio is more likely to resume
appreciating. Since October 2017, U.S. debt-to-GDP has
jumped to about 140% from 100%, and G4 central bank
balance sheets as a percentage of GDP to almost 55% from
37%.

Rising Prices Mean More Gold Supply, Not Bitcoin. There
should be little doubt technology and digitization will
continue advancing, yet Bitcoin's supply will keep shrinking,
supporting its price. On track to becoming a digital version
of gold, a key difference is new mining of Bitcoins can't
increase due to higher prices, and the crypto's volatility has
been dropping in 2020 vs. rising for gold. Our graphic
shows gold's 260-day volatility doubling to about 18% to Oct.
12 since reaching roughly two-decade lows in 2019. Bitcoin
volatility has been falling since 2018.

Bitcoin Supply to Approach 1% by 2024 Election. Limited
supply nudges the Bitcoin price bias toward appreciation, if
the basic rules of economics apply. Uniquely coinciding with
U.S. presidential elections, the next reduction of Bitcoin
mining rewards (halving) is likely to occur in 2024. Since the
2016 halving, when the daily supply of new coins dropped to
1,800 from 3,600, the price has increased from the annual
average just below $600 to about $9,200 in 2020 to Oct. 8.
Unless demand falters, the propensity of Bitcoin to add zeros
to its price should continue, but at a diminishing pace due to
maturation.

Gold Volatility Rising, Bitcoin Declining

Bitcoin Halvings Coincide With U.S. Elections

Vying for leadership on the 2020 performance scorecard,
Bitcoin's gain of about 60% almost doubles that of gold. A
big difference for the crypto -- notably vs. the metal and
stock market -- is that Bitcoin's price is far from an all-time
high and supply is fixed.
It's Bitcoin vs. Nasdaq, QE & Debt-to-GDP. The lowest-ever
Bitcoin annual volatility vs. the Nasdaq 100 Stock Index
indicates the crypto is gaining a risk-adjusted upper hand, in
our view. Both represent rapidly advancing and potentially

Our chart depicts about a 7% annual rate of new supply in
2016, which will drop to about 2.5% this year and approach
1% in 2024. Unless something changes that we don't foresee,
Bitcoin is on track to becoming a collectible.
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{CRYP} Page on the Bloomberg Terminal

(3pm NY, November 3)
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Market Access data on BI COMD

(3pm NY, November 3)
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